DESHAY ENTERPRISES LLC
ATM MACHINE NETWORK

FREE ATM MACHINE PLACEMENT
We Have Two ATM Placement Programs!
Earn residual income streams!

1- 855-MYATM-88
(692-8688)
www.GETAFREEATM.COM
For details email us
info@getafreeatm.com

DESHAY ENTERPRISES LLC
ATM MACHINE NETWORK
No out of pocket cost
FREE ATM PLACEMENT PROGRAM
Enjoy the no hassle benefit of having a Free ATM placed in
your business. We provide a cutting edge ATM for your
business at no cost to you. We handle the entire cost of the
machine, installation, maintenance, programming, cash
services and processing. Earn monthly revenue without any
of the cost or hassles of purchasing an ATM machine.
ATM Placement – If you have a high-traffic location with a
need for cash, we will install an ATM machine, manage and
supply everything (including the cash loading and all of the
maintenance), and cut you in on the profits. Full-service ATM
placement is a completely hands-off, hassle-free program
with no financial commitment, making it a popular option
when locations can qualify.
ATM Partnership – If you would like to earn more money
from the ATM and are willing to load the ATM with cash
when it needs it but don’t want to pay the cost to buy an
ATM, then the ATM Partnership model may be the best
option. With this model, we install and manage/service the
ATM then split the surcharge revenue with you 50/50 which
is common in the industry. Because there is typically no
upfront financial commitment other than the cash necessary
to load in the machine, this is often a popular option for
new businesses/locations.

For more details call us at 1-855 MYATM-88 or
email us info@getafreeatm.com

WHY CHOOSE DESHAY ENTERPRISES
These Are Some of the Reasons Why You Should
Choose Deshay Enterprises
*Free installation, servicing and maintenance
*Free cash refills
*Quick turn around
*ATM signage
*Increase your walk in foot traffic and profits
*Display promotions/specials on the ATM
At Deshay Enterprises we are not interested in just being an ATM provider; we
focus on development lasting partnership with our customers. Our team
understands that if you are not completely happy with our programs, we will not
be successful. That is why Deshay Enterprises is dedicated to providing the best
ATM solutions and customer service possible.

ABOUT DESHAY ENTERPRISES
Through the free placement programs at Deshay Enterprises you can
receive an ATM machine for your business at no cost to you. Your
ATM machine will be up and running to earn revenue for your
business in as little as 1 week.
We help consumers access the cash they need, when and where they
need it the most. Deshay Enterprises provides thousands of people
with fast and convenient locations to get immediate access to their
cash. We help business owners increase convenience for their
customers and draw in new customers seeking CASH.

SOME OF DESHAY
ENTERPRISES SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS

OUR TRACK RECORD
Deshay Enterprises was founded by a professional
electronic engineer and professional businessman, and
is quickly becoming recognized as a leading excellent
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provider in the ATM Machine space. Our
knowledgeable management team has extensive
experience in the financial services, retail and small
business marketing in the ATM industry. Though this
experience, Deshay Enterprises has the knowledge and
experience to customize a program that works best for
your type of business in your local market
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